
                                                               

 

       RECREATIONAL TECHNOLOGY THAT'S STRIKING HOPE FOR WHEELCHAIR USERS WORLDWIDE 

  

The IKAN BOWLER is an empowerment device for wheelchair users designed to fit all power or manual 
wheelchairs using either the IKAN Universal Mount or the IKAN Center Post Mount.  Both attach very 
easily within minutes.  The IKAN BOWLER is therapeutic and recreational, allowing wheelchair users to 
again feel competitive in a social setting with family and friends.  The IKAN BOWLER is unlike any 
bowling ramp ever made.  NOW THROUGH THE IKAN BOWLER'S EASY-TO-USE SYSTEM, there is a 
way to combine the benefits of social, emotional and physical rehabilitation.  The IKAN BOWLER is the 
world's first and only barrier-free bowling system.  It allows any wheelchair user the ability to compete 
against able-bodied bowlers.  Joining any bowling league is a reality with the IKAN Bowler.  It is the 
ONLY product approved for league play by both the United States Bowling Congress and the Women's 
International Bowling Congress. 

  

The IKAN BOWLER can be used either as a DYNAMIC device (meaning the ball is released from the 
momentum of stopping a moving power wheelchair) or a STATIONARY device.  As a dynamic device, the 
wheelchair is positioned from six to twelve feet behind the foul line.  The wheelchair is accelerated 
forward and stopped short of the foul line (again, the momentum from stopping causes the ball to be 
released) .  As a stationary device, the IKAN BOWLER'S PRECISION DESIGN and QUALITY 
CONSTRUCTION maximizes ball control and speed, even though the wheelchair is not moving.  THOSE 
USING THE IKAN BOWLER feel the same exhilaration and sense of accomplishment as non-wheelchair 
users.  Plus there is no age limit.  Anyone that can operate their wheelchair with or without help can bowl. 

  

With the IKAN BOWLER, THE WHEELCHAIR USER IS IN CHARGE.  Regardless of one's reason for 
wheelchair use or physical limitation, the IKAN BOWLER empowers any wheelchair user to have 
independent control over his/her bowling game.  Having independence over one's bowling game is truly 
rewarding and exhilarating.  It encourages and empowers the wheelchair user to have the confidence to 
gain more control over other aspects of his/her life.  To feel the adrenaline rush of true sport and revel in 
the independence it brings... THIS is what the IKAN BOWLER is all about.   

Visit: www.ikanbowler.com for more information – including video!   

 


